Third Party Security Assessment
As part of our Assess service line, the Third Party Security Assessment (TPSA) methodology ensures organisations can assess the maturity of third
parties, identifying key risks and documenting prioritised recommendations to help manage or mitigate information, cyber or privacy risks. Whether
these are potential acquisitions, a new supplier or within an existing supplier landscape, the TPSA methodology provides a framework to support;
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flags”, business impacts,
providing actionable
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Each stage utilises an approach similar to our Cyber Security Posture Review, mapping maturity against the 10 Steps to Cyber Security. This allows
organisations to measure third party maturity against their own, providing an end-to-end view of control maturity. Through a combination of
questionnaires, interviews and follow-ups we assess third party maturity, identifying risks and providing contextualised, actionable recommendations.

This approach ensures organisations understand the maturity of their third parties, having either agreed remediation plans in place with them, or
implementing their own compensating controls. In-Life assurance monitors maturity improvements, focusing on areas where key improvements are
required, measuring effective and ensuring attention is focused where required to manage and mitigate risk.
To ensure data is secured appropriately at the end of a contract, either through destruction or return, the due diligence phases identify the required
controls, both contractually and operationally, whilst the Exit stage looks to ensure these are operating effectively and are adhered to at contract end.
For those third parties being assessed as part of Merger & Acquisition (M&A) activities, the initial due diligence ensures organisations can identify any
immediate “red flags” that would hinder or halt the process, whilst the detailed due diligence provides prioritised recommendations that can be used
within a 100-day plan, informing the level of investment required, whilst identifying any residual risk. This ensures clarity over investments and changes
to the acquiring organisations risk landscape.
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Supports Mergers & Acquisitions
The initial step is to perform an impact assessment, to identify potential risks relating to information, cyber and privacy. This step supports the Data
Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) required by the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). The subsequent level of due diligence is then
dependent upon the resulting level of risk. Impact assessments resulting in medium or high risks require a more detailed control assessment. This may
include penetration testing or other targeted security assessments.
At this point an assessment report is produced, identifying key risks and prioritised recommendations. For Mergers and Acquisitions this can be used to
inform investment decisions and 100-day plans, whilst as part of a broader risk management framework this informs remediation activities required.
Once the third party is engaged to service the business, In-Life Assurance monitors for contract changes, identifying those that require a new impact
assessment. Control assessments are then either performed due to a change in contract or on an ongoing basis commensurate to the level of risk.
Our TPSA methodology has been designed to be flexible to support small/medium business up to large enterprises, and to inform investment decisions
as well as supplier selection processes. This ensures organisations can benchmark their own and supplier maturity through a common lens.

About ICA Consultancy
ICA Consultancy provides advisory and consultancy services, and Virtual CISO engagements to organisations to help them identify, manage and mitigate
risks relating to information and cyber security. Through experienced resources they deliver pragmatic and sustainable solutions, enabling clients to
improve their maturity whilst maximising the benefits from their investments.
ICA Consultancy’s services are grouped into three offerings, designed to Assess an organisations maturity, Assist in making the required sustainable
improvements and Advise on how to maintain their security posture going forward.
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Assist

Advise

Our Assess services are designed to
provide an organisation with a view of the
maturity of security controls. Ranging
from posture reviews through to specific
control assessments we will identify risks
and provide pragmatic, prioritised
recommendations.

Our Assist services, including our Virtual
CISO offering, are designed to support
organisations
delivering
maturity
improvements, defining or implementing
strategies, engage with their board
members
or
manage
day-to-day
operations.

Our Advise services are designed to help
organisations maintain their security
posture, providing access to expertise
and experience required to deliver
training and awareness, support hiring
processes, or select product or service
providers.

ICA Consultancy can also bespoke engagements to client requirements and will always work with clients to define and deliver the most appropriate
service based on their needs. ICA Consultancy is technology agnostic and remains independent. This ensures clients receive a service that is
contextualised to their business environment and challenges.
To understand how ICA Consultancy can help your organisation, email info@icaconsultancy.co.uk or visit https://icaconsultancy.co.uk for more
information.
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